Religious Workshop: To Feature Speech By Rev. Underhill

Religion: the Backbone of Living will be the topic of the second annual intercollegiate Religion Debate to be held here on campus on October 25.

Sponsored by CC's Religious Fellowship, the conference will feature the Reverend Wayne Underhill, assistant pastor of the Congregational Church in New London.

Beginning at 1:00 p.m. on Tuesday, October 19, with registration and coffee in the LB Room, the conference will include a luncheon led by Wayne Underhill. A faculty panel discussion will follow, with open discussion in which everyone is invited to participate.

The Saturday program will complete the conference. Mr. Windham, followed by square dances in the gym, will be the feature of the evening.

Mr. Underhill, who was called for this event at last year's conference, plans to perform the dance routine.

On Sunday morning, at 9:30 a.m., there will be a devotional service in the chapel. To all conference members, led by Mr. Laurey, chairman of CC's Religion Department. Following this, there will be an opportunity for individual conferences with Wayne Underhill.

The conference includes a registration fee of $1.00 and $2.00 per week. Overnight hospitality will be provided for out-of-town guests. Further information can be found in the Bursar's Office, Mary Harkness, by October 22.

String Quartet Conducts Two Musical Programs on Oct. 8

by Fredy Schouleid

After conducting a workshop at Holmes Hall on Wednesday afternoon, October 24, the New Music String Quartet gave a concert in Palmer Auditorium. Both of these events provided a chance to be among the most rewarding musical experiences of the fall semester. The group is composed of the following: Robert R. Miller, John P. Kroll, Mary Harkness, and Robert D. McCord.

As the name of the group implies, the New Music String Quartet presented two new works; one new in the sense of being part of a contemporary trend towards new musical forms; and another work new in that it represents an early form of chamber music, similar to many concert goers.
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Interest and Emotionalism

It's as though a refreshing breeze had blown across the Connecticut campus. The walls of the ivory tower have somehow crumbled, and we, who used to be cloistered within those sometimes too confining walls, are getting a good look at the world outside.

Never within our limited experience, there has been that much interest on the part of the student body as a whole, focused on current affairs outside the immediate sphere of college activities.

This interest in itself is a major step toward our common goal—that of becoming intelligent, enlightened members of an American community. But it is only one step.

Interest provides the preliminary impetus toward enlightenment. The trouble with reason must follow. A person who is merely interested, but who doesn't know anything about the subject of his interest, is of no use to society.

The proper use of reason includes not only the gathering and verification of facts, but also the strict exercise of control over emotions. An emotional approach to the problem leads to individual bias based on what the observer wishes to believe, rather than on fact.

Emotional bias tends people to make regrettable statements.

To illustrate this point, we call attention to some comments recently heard on campus as to the one to the effect that backers of Stevenson are surely leaning toward communism. Or again, that Eisenhower backers are lacking in intelligence.

On a college campus, an emotional approach to an issue as important as the coming election, is entirely out of place. One of the aims of a college education is to teach us to think. If, at the first opportunity given us to tackle a problem of the classroom, we refuse to think, and depend rather on our emotional reactions, we are not making any progress.

Let us therefore, refrain from posturing, name calling, and other outbursts of emotionalism. Let us rather think, and question, and draw our own conclusions, granting, at the same time, our opponent's right to a different opinion.—EMB

Staircase of Challenge

As the incoming freshmen and transfers entered Connecticut College that first day, which now seems months back, we stepped into a new world.

When I started college, I wasn't really sure why I was there, or what college was all about. I red my assignments into my term papers, and entered into the extra-curricular activities which interested me, but it wasn't until I was into the second year, that I really understood what I was getting out of all this.

I soon began to think of college as a kind of grand stairway which, when seen at a distance, or from the bottom or the top, is a glorious work of architecture, but which must be climbed, and on which there could be no staircase at all. To climb the stairway, is a glorious work of architecture, but which must be climbed, and on which there could be no staircase at all. To climb the stairway, is a glorious work of architecture, but which must be climbed, and on which there could be no staircase at all. To climb the stairway, is a glorious work of architecture, but which must be climbed, and on which there could be no staircase at all.

Once I stood at the bottom of the stairway, I noticed the grandeur of its entirety, but not each step that composed it, and as time passed I was challenged by those steps, and I

An Apology

I feel obliged to apologize most sincerely to Miss Constance Farley, for some remarks I made concerning her in the column of September 23, 1952. I didn't mean to hurt her feelings. I only meant to say that she was an interesting person, and I was afraid that she might not be as interesting as I thought she was.

I hope that I have made it clear that I am sorry for my remarks, and that I will not make any more.

Politicism of Improvement?

I wish to express through your columns my objections to the Democratic candidates being displayed on campus.

POLITICAL COLUMN

Theory of the Democratic party during the election campaign of 1952 has been that "there's no difference for a change." There are many people who believe that the Republicans, Independents, and Democrats who agree with the phrase and are depending upon it to win the election, are making political changes which are of extreme importance to the future prosperity and strength of the nation.

General Eisenhower is a man of great depth of character, ambition, and honesty. What America needs is interested in, is the prosperity and well-being of their country. The Democratic administration has had the blame. Only then will progress and improvement be possible.

The Republican party is a party of the people. They want them, and they need them. The Republican party is a party of the people. They want them, and they need them. The Republican party is a party of the people. They want them, and they need them.

Rebuilding

In a hugely impressive and compelling speech to the delegates of the 105th Democratic National Convention, Senator (by 105, 52) Miss Constance Farley spoke of the need for rebuilding in the cities that the Daily has become the first day. In rebuilding she endorsed the candidacy of Adlai Stevenson and the presidential candidate. The glee was registered throughout the hall as a signal for the announcement of a similar stand taken by a newspaper of Columbia University.

New, these truths in themselves are perfectly inescapable, if this reading. The rest of this rather dry

New, these truths in themselves are perfectly inescapable, if this reading. The rest of this rather dry

Free Speech

A Forum of Opinion from On and Off the Campus

The opinions expressed in this column are those of the students and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Connecticut College News.

The opinions expressed in this column are those of the students and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Connecticut College News.

The opinions expressed in this column are those of the students and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Connecticut College News.

The opinions expressed in this column are those of the students and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Connecticut College News.

Letter

"She says she can concentrate better that way."
CC Sports Clubs Organize to Start Year's Activities by Midge Briggs and Ann Matheu

All you heard of the song that the AA sung Monday night at dinner in order to get the whole house up for soccer. We hope that many more are spouted, and for those who need even more persuasion here is the last case. We really should not need to beg you to come out, for last year, everyone clamored for soccer. It could not be fitted in last fall or spring, but now that it has appeared as a fall sport, it should be blessed by last year's enthusiastic. Where are they? Do you not need much skill and the rules are similar to those in hockey. So, let's have everyone out at the next practices.

Sabre and Spur

Sabre and Spur elected a new slate of officers: E. A. A. Atton '54, as president, and J. T. Proctor '54, as secretary. J. C. D. No, '54, and Suse Lindsey '54, as the program committee, and Ann Stewart '54, as charge, publicity, with Sally Shaefer '54 assisting.

Outing Club

The Outing Club had a very enjoyable time the weekend of October 11. When Dartmouth College invited us to its Outing Club visit to CU Saturday night, there was supper and dancing, and everyone went to Rocky Neck State Park. The latter remains true to the camping spirit. We just went to the luxury of the Mohican Hotel. In sum, the trip was right to Buck Lodge.

Library Presents

Hugo Exhibition

Mr. Rene de Maistres, of the French embassy in New York, will speak on Victor Hugo and his works in the Palmer Room of the Library on October 23 at 7:00 p.m. The lecture is in connection with the Victor Hugo Exhibition which will be displayed on the main floor of the Library.

The exhibition includes a series of 40 photographs of members of the author throughout his life, photographs and paintings. Also, photographed copies of specimens of his writing. Hugo's books will be on display in the various exhibits.

The Bob-Al-Link

Hobby and Card Shop
81 Main Street  Tel. 54183
Large Assortment of Greeting Cards
Costume Jewelry
Stuffed Animals & Model Boats
Come in and Look Around

WHERE CAN YOU FIND THEM?

- Ann Fogarty
- Judy 'n' Jill
- J. L. F. Originals
- Carolyn Schrurer
- ALL AT bernards

600 South St.
Everyone at CC Reads the NEWS

Subscriptions to the Connecticut College NEWS are available at a cost of $2.50 per year.

Requests for subscription should be sent to Circulation Editor, NEWS, Connecticut College, New London, Connecticut. Make checks payable to Connecticut College NEWS.

100% ALL WOOL WHITE SOCKS

Headquarters for All Your Sporting Needs

— BASS WEJUNS —

REMEMBER

THE G. M. WILLIAMS CO.

FIRST

Cor. State and N. Bank We Deliver

Mascot Hunt

(Continued from Page One)

class president, came in to ask if the discouraged girls had thought of all possible connections—radio time, stations, etc.

It dawned on one sophomore that the program is on the NBC network, and they ripped open the box of Nabisco cookies in Joana's room and when they tore open the box they found the second clue pasted on the bottom of the box.

Another meeting of the two classes was called at 5:30 in the reg. auditorium. There it was announced by sophomore class president, Henny Jackson, that the juniors request that everyone wear name tags, especially during ... another better. A reminder was made that no-one may leave or enter any other dorm after 10:30 unless she is sleeping in the dorm. Dean Burdick had also warned "that the Hunt will be stopped. A pledge was sent around for sig.

natures.

The juniors then chanted, "This is a meeting." and told the circumstances of the finding of the first clue. They then read off the second clue which reads:

"Square dance tonight

Music by long-playing records

Admission 5 cents.

Al! join hands, circle to the left.

Half way around circle to the right, but don't fall down.

Into the center and come right back

Watch your step, or you'll break your back.

Juniors, clad in their spectacular costumes of the night before, also entered the sophomore dining rooms to sing a song of good luck. In addition to repeating the clue, they presented a lecture on stage make-up, "Square dance tonight Music by long-playing records Admission 5 cents. All join hands, circle to the left. Half way around, circle to the right, but don't fall down, into the center and come right back. Watch your step, or you'll break your back. Juniors, clad in their spectacular costumes of the night before, also entered the sophomore dining rooms to sing a song of good luck. In addition to repeating the clue, they presented a lecture on stage make-up, "Square dance tonight Music by long-playing records Admission 5 cents. All join hands, circle to the left. Half way around, circle to the right, but don't fall down, into the center and come right back. Watch your step, or you'll break your back.

Wig and Candle to Lecture on Makeup

Wig and Candle members will present a lecture on stage make-up next Tuesday, Oct. 21 at 4:20 in the dressing room of Palmer Auditorium.

Anyone interested in working on make-up for the Wig and Candle productions will be welcome. Wig and Candle extends a particular invitation to freshmen to attend.

SOME NEEDLES FOR CUPID

The French speak of something called the coup de foudre, the effect that makes a man your quivering slave, forever and ever. Classically, this stroke is delivered by Cupid's arrow. Perhaps you'd like to consider with us, today, whether Cupid might possibly use ... well ... knitting needles.

For one thing, a man innocently assumes that a young woman is busying herself with her knitting is the mistress of numberless other domestic arts as well. For another ... you can hardly expect him to watch you knit without anticipating pleasantly the gift of several pair of socks.

If he chooses to see the label on the yarn ... and it happens to be that fluffy "BOTANY." brand no-dye-lot yarn of 100% virgin wool ... he knows at once that you recognize quality in wool, as well as men, and that you spend every penny wisely. Men too, you see, know "BOTANY.

After you score with your first pair of socks, you can repeat the effect indefinitely, matching every color fast exactly, every time you wish. With "BOTANY." brand no-dye-lot yarns ... you can match any color ... any time ... anywhere. You can buy "BOTANY." brand no-dye-lot yarns at ELEANOR SHOP.

* "BOTANY." is a trademark of Botany Mills, Inc., Passaic, N. J.

Phone 2-3723

Feature Botany Yarns and Aye Scotch Yarns
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Phone 1520

For another... you can hardly expect him to watch you knit without anticipating pleasantly the gift of several pair of socks.
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Russian Club Will Plan '52 Program

Russian Club will hold an open meeting on Wednesday, October 22, at 7:00 p.m. in Grace Smith recreation room. Mr. Katzinger will give a brief outline of Russian culture; and plans for the coming year's activities will be made. Refreshments will be served, and those attending will have the opportunity to hear some representative Russian music.

Tentative plans for the club at present include negotiations for joint activities with the Yale Russian Club, a possible informal meeting with Igor Yenakievitch, the ballet dancer, after his appearance in New London; presentation of some excellent Russian choral groups and movies; plus, of course, whatever ideas members bring to the meeting.

In view of the growing importance of Russia in the world today, the Russian Club has decided to undergo a reorganization in order that interested students may study the various aspects of Russian culture and civilization, including music, art, and literature. No knowledge of the Russian language is necessary for membership.

Religious Emphasis

(Continued from Page One)

Religious Emphasis Weekend

Included in the following: Dean Banner, Mrs. Appleweig, Mrs. Kennedy, and Miss Oakes. Mr. Semmens, of Congregational Beth 13 in New London, and Chaplain Hewitt, on the Coast Guard Academy, will be announced in next week's NEWS.

All CC students who wish to be delegates in this conference are asked by Religious Fellowship to sign on the sheet now posted on the Religious Fellowship bulletin board on first floor Fanning.

“NOS. THROAT, and Accessory Organs not Adversely Affected by Smoking Chesterfields

FIRST SUCH REPORT EVER PUBLISHED
ABOUT ANY CIGARETTE

A responsible consulting organization has reported the results of a continuing study by a competent medical specialist and his staff on the effects of smoking Chesterfield cigarettes.

A group of people from various walks of life was organized to smoke only Chesterfields. For six months this group of men and women smoked their normal amount of Chesterfields — 10 to 40 a day. 45% of the group have smoked Chesterfields continuously from one to thirty years for an average of 10 years each.

At the beginning and at the end of the six-month period each smoker was given a thorough examination, including X-ray pictures, by the medical specialist and his assistants. The examination covered the sinuses as well as the nose, ears and throat.

The medical specialist, after a thorough examination of every member of the group, stated: “It is my opinion that the ears, nose, throat and accessory organs of all participating subjects examined by me were not adversely affected in the six-months period by smoking the cigarettes provided.”

Leadership, honesty and integrity are what the nation needs in its leader, someone who will face the issues openly, striving for the best for the country and its people and for its security in both national and international problems.

General Eisenhower has these qualities and through his leadership will have peace and the security which will inevitably follow.

Please Wear Skirts
To Public Lectures

Students are reminded that Convocation lectures are open to the public. Therefore, skirts must be worn, even if the lecture is in Bill 166.

Buy CHESTERFIELD...Much Milder

CONTAINS TOBACCOS
OF BETTER QUALITY &
HIGHER PRICE THAN ANY
OTHER KING-SIZE CIGARETTE

Copyright 1952.1IG6ETr a:MYERSTOBACCO Co
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---

**College Radio 1952-53**

Members of the faculty, students, and guests of the College participate in the programs which are presented under the direction of Josephine Hunter Ray, as Radio Club activities.

**Connecticut College Conversations**

Host: Robert Stridler, Dept. of English

**WNXO 1110**

Starts: Saturdays

**WICH 1400**

Starts: Saturdays, November 8

**WNLC 1450**

Starts: Saturdays, November 16

**WCLL 1400**

Starts: Saturdays, November 6

---

**CAMELS are - week after week!**

*See how mild they are! See how rich and flavorful they are! Smoke only Camels for thirty days.*

---

**AWARD BESTOVED ON CC’S FORMER PRES. BY SONS OF ITALY**

Presenting the Distinguished Citizen’s Award to President Emeritus Blunt was a part of the festivities planned for Columbus Day by the Sons of Italy of Connecticut.

Miss Blunt received this award in Middleton, Conn., on October 12. The award was made on the basis of her achievement as an educator, as well as her outstanding work in public affairs.

---

**SONGSTERS ENHANCE GLOW OF FIRE FEST**

Freshmen, sophomores, and seniors gathered in the parking lot Friday evening, October 12, for the traditional bonfire.

Many representatives of each class banded around the fire, as cooler and doughty hands were handed out to cheer the freezing spirits, while Carole Chapin ’50 led the group in singing.

Entertainment was provided by the falstorch, who accompanied the songsters on her accordion and played several solos. Toward the end of the evening, Dee Schooolen ’50, lent her voice and guitar to a medley of ballads that brought the evening to a successful close.

It was a good opportunity for the freshmen to meet one another, and judging by the large numbers of the class of ’56 present, the songsters did a fine job of bringing them out.

Acting as m.c.’s at the bonfire were Henny Jackson ’55, Dotte Hugg ’50 and Mabel Wakefield ’50.

---

**LETTER (Continued from Page Two)**

Skipping a few lines, to which I certainly intend to return, I may point out that Pat McCarran was a real Joe Democrat the last time I looked and that sometimes I have trouble differentiating the "pressure of private interests" from the pressure of the Labor Union Bosses who decide who’s not going to run on the Republican ticket. Senator McCarran, incidentally, is doing a bad job handling our immigration policies right now. Maybe we could use a change after all.

Truly democratic government in, I believe, based on the representation of all the people, even those of Wisconsin. My own personal preference is for the party that will take Joe McCarthy under its wing, rather than the party that won’t turn its back on Alger Hiss. Another little misrepresentation may be a good thing now and then.

The column turns to occupy without very much examination the myth of the "Independent," Adlai is no more independent than Harry is. He has not shown himself wise in avoiding Doris M. Furlow of Wisconsin. My own personal preference is for the party that would end up repudiating Alger Hiss. If they did, maybe the White Supremacy vice-presidential candidate would end up repudiating Adlai (and Harry).

I have confined my remarks here purposely to the most glaring defects in what Miss Farley tries to pass off as a political analysis. I could go on, but I think the Republicans believe in FEPAC on a state level, the level at which it can be most effective and least costly. There are seven states in this union with FEPAC. Five of these have Republican administrators. The Democrats, it would seem, don't really care too much about FEPAC at all. They haven't even got one in Illinois, and that may be a good thing at that. If they did, maybe the White Supremacy vice-presidential candidate would end up repudiating Adlai (and Harry).

---

**GARDE**

Wednesday — Sunday

Warner Brothers Presents

**THE MIRACLE OF FATIMA**

Color by Technicolor

Time: 1:34, 4:15, 6:46, 9:22

Price for Conn. College Students

with Student Coupons — 50c

---

**THE BOOKSHOP, INC.**

Mettlcan and Church Sts.

New London, Conn.

*Tel. 8801*

**The Best in Fiction and Non-Fiction**

Greeting Cards — Stationery

Prompt Service on Special Orders for Collateral Reordering

Complete Line of Modern Literature

---

**FISHER FLORIST**

Vanity Flowers for All Occasions

**VICTORY**

Wednesday — Saturday

**FEARLESS FAGAN**

Starting: Asaret Leigh and Carlton Carpenter Plus

**INSIDE THE UNDERWORLD**

with Miles Morgan and Sybil Novak

Sunday — Tuesday

**KISS THE BLOOD OFF MY HANDS**

and Bette Force

---

**CAMEL leads all other brands by billions of cigarettes per year!**

---

**BUT ONLY TIME WILL TELL**

**FORGET LAST SEASON! WE’LL BE THE CLASS OF THE CONFERENCE THIS YEAR.**

**GOT A NEW HALFBACK! THAT’S SURE-FIRE ALL-AMERICAN!**

---

**ONLY TIME WILL TELL ABOUT A FOOTBALL TEAM! AND ONLY TIME WILL TELL ABOUT A CIGARETTE! TAKE YOUR TIME! MAKE THE SENSIBLE 30-DAY CAMEL MILDNESS TEST. SEE HOW CAMELS SUIT YOU AS YOUR STEADY SMOKE!**

B. J. Bernstil Tobacco Co., Weather-Vane, N. C.

---

**FISHER FLORIST**

Vanity Flowers for All Occasions

**WIRE SERVICE TO ALL THE WORLD**

Tel. 5956 104 State St. Tel. 3306

---

**CAMELS are America’s most popular cigarette. To find out why, test them as your steady smoke. Smoke only CAMELS for three days. See how rich and flavorful they are — pack after pack! See how mild CAMELS are — week after week!**

---

---